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Two groups G,, G, are said to be a matched pair if each acts on the space of the 
other and these actions, (a, B) say, obey a certain compatibility condition. For 
every matched pair of locally compact groups (G,, G,, CI, 8) we construct an 
associated coinvolutive Hopf-von Neumann algebra .A(G,)~ w, L”(G,) by 
simultaneous cross product and cross coproduct. For non-trivial a, p these 
bicrossproduct Hopf-von Neumann algebras are non-commutative and non-cocom- 
mutative. If the modules for the actions GL, fl are also matched then these 
bicrossproducts are Kac algebras. In this case we show that the dual Kac algebra 
is of the same form with the roles of G,, G, and of LX, /I interchanged. Examples 
exist with G, a simply connected Lie group and choices of Gz determined by 
suitable solutions of the Classical Yang-Baxter Equations on the complexification 
of the Lie algebra of G,. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
The idea of semidirect products of operator algebras by group actions 
has proven a very fruitful one for generating new examples. A natural 
formulation for such group actions is in the language of coinvolutive 
Hopf-von Neumann algebras and Kac algebras, e.g., [Str]. One would like 
to obtain still more examples of coinvolutive Hopf-von Neumann and Kac 
algebras, and in this paper this will be achieved by combining a semidirect 
product algebra construction with a dual semidirect coproduct coalgebra 
construction. It turns out that the constraint for these to fit together to 
form a coinvolutive Hopf-von Neumann algebra, called the bisemidirect 
product or bicrossproduct, is a generalization of the Classical Yang-Baxter 
Equations (CYBE). Thus many examples of the necessary data are known. 
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The construction is motivated by a novel physical picture [M] and also 
by purely algebraic considerations (cf. [M 1, Sect. 21 and [M 1, Sect. 4C] ). 
In the latter, a class of examples based on Lie algebras was proposed, but 
the construction could not be carried through at the purely algebraic level 
for technical reasons. Consequently, the Lie algebra data were converted to 
Lie group data [M2] and these will supply one class of examples in the 
present paper, Section 4. In the present paper we shall work slightly more 
generally at the level of locally compact groups G and coinvolutive 
Hopf-von Neumann and Kac algebras &Z(G), L”(G), associated to them. 
These are defined in the preliminaries below. 
Let A4 be a Kac algebra and ~1: G x A4 -+ M an action of locally compact 
group G on A4 (respecting both the product and coproduct of M). In this 
situation De Canniere [Can] showed that the semidirect product algebra, 
which we denote d(G) LX, M, is in fact a Kac algebra. It corresponds to the 
Hopf algebra semidirect product k[G] IX, H in [Ml, Examples 2.4, 3.41. 
De Canniere [Can] also computed the dual Kac algebra, which we denote 
&’ XL”(G) for the induced action oi of G on A, the dual of M. 
A” XL”(G) corresponds to the Hopf algebra semidirect coproduct 
H*” x k(G) in [Ml]. (In [Ml], duality considerations were limited to the 
case of H finite dimensional, with dual Hopf algebra H*.) In the present 
paper we take these constructions one step further by obtaining Kac 
algebras of the form 
(Theorems 2.6, 2.12 below). Here both the product and coproduct are 
twisted by suitable group actions CI, /I. The construction corresponds to one 
of the form /z[G,]@w, k(G,), a special case of the general Hopf algebra 
bicrossproduct Hf w, H, [Ml]. Examples are given in Section 4, including 
the family obtained by exponentiating known solutions of the CYBE. 
Because commutative Hopf algebras are closely related to the function 
algebra on groups, a non-commutative Hopf algebra may be regarded 
as a “non-commutative-geometric version” of a group. This is the point 
of view of non-commutative geometry and was the original motivation 
of [Ml]. From this point of view, the bicrossproduct coinvolutive 
Hopf-von Neumann and Kac algebras in the present paper, which are 
both non-commutative and non-cocommutative, should be regarded as 
“non-commutative-geometric versions” of non-Abelian groups. 
It should be mentioned that previously, and independently, the Hopf 
algebra bicrossproduct in the context of algebraic groups was used in 
[Tak] to show that a certain Hopf algebra of Taft and Wilson was of this 
form. Also, the bicrossproduct Hopf algebras are very different from those 
recently found in connection with the Quantum Inverse Scattering Method, 
but may be related through the CYBE. This is discussed in [Ml, Sect. 1.21. 
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By contrast, the coinvolutive Hopf-von Neumann and Kac algebras 
constructed in the present paper have a precise physical interpretation as the 
algebra of observables of a quantum mechanical system [M]. The under- 
lying classical system is that of a particle constrained to move on orbits in 
Gz of the action of G,. When Gr and G, are Lie groups of suitable type, 
each such orbit has the structure of a pseudo-Riemannian homogeneous 
space: the metric on each orbit is a natural metric such that the geodesics 
are the flows of the one-parameter subgroups of G, acting via ~1. Thus G2 
is the underlying position space, and G, may be called the “covariant 
momentum group,” the Lie algebra of which labels the geodesics of the 
classical motion. 
As such, these coinvolutive Hopf-von Neumann algebras may be viewed 
as a novel non-linear modification of the usual Weyl algebras [BrR, 
Chap. 5.21, in which the underlying linear position and momentum spaces 
are replaced by groups G, , GZ. Ordinarily, for Weyl algebras, the 
sophistication of a von Neumann algebra treatment is needed because the 
position and momentum spaces are function spaces (this is the usual 
application in Quantum Field Theory). In our case it is needed even when 
the Gi are finite-dimensional Lie groups (so that we are describing only 
Quantum Mechanics, albeit on a homogeneous pacetime). The reformula- 
tion is made in such a way that the non-commutativity of the quantum 
algebra of observables and the dynamics of the classical geodesic motion 
are both encoded into a single coinvolutive Hopf-von Neumann algebra 
structure. The natural weight 4, the “dual weight” for the semidirect 
product, is then a natural particle state for the system. 
Particularly interesting for the physical picture is the case when the 
associated quantum algebra of observables, &(G,)” ca, L”(G,), is a Kac 
algebra. This is because we find that the dual algebra, obtained, roughly 
speaking, by interchanging the roles of the observables and the states, is of 
the same form but with the roles of position and momentum interchanged 
(Theorem 3.5 below). 
Preliminaries 
A W* algebra M is a C* algebra (with identity lM) possessing a Banach 
space predual M, . A concrete W* algebra (M, H) is a * -subalgebra of the 
bounded linear operators B(H) on a Hilbert space (H, ( ) )), closed in the 
weak operator topology, i.e., a von Neumann algebra. A Kac algebra 
[Ens] is a quadruple (M, r, IC, 4) where firstly M is a W* algebra or von 
Neumann algebra and the triple (M, r, rc) is a coinvolutive Hopf- W* 
algebra or Hopf-von Neumann algebra. This means that with 0 denoting 
the projective tensor product, 
r:M+MQM (1) 
58019512-5 
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(the coproduct) is coassociative and a linear, normal, injective, unital 
*-algebra map and 
K:b!f+M (2) 
(the antipode or coinuolution) is a linear, unital *-antialgebra map with 
r~‘= 1, and which is an anti-coalgebra map 
TK=T~(K@K)~ (3) 
Here r:MQM+MQMis the twist map r(x@y)=y@x. 
For this to be a Kac algebra we further require the existence of 4 (the 
Haar weight). This is a (r, Ic)-invariant normal semifinite faithful (n.s.f.) 
weight obeying an additional condition on its modular group: 
(1Od)~x=l,44 VXEM, (4) 
(~~~)((~M~Y*)~X)=K((~~~)((~(Y*))(~M~X))), VJx?Y~~~~ (5) 
where n6 is the left ideal of M consisting of x E M for which #(x*x) < co, 
and 
KOg)=& t -,OK, VtER, (6) 
where o1 is the action of the modular group on M associated to 4. This is 
defined via a concrete representation (no, H,) of M induced by 4 in the 
standard way, e.g., [Str, Sects. 2.11-2.121. 
To fix notation, recall that Hb is a Hilbert space completion of qe with 
respect o the inner product (x, ( y,) = &y*x). Here x4 denotes the image 
in H, of XE~). Then rcr(x)y4= (XJJ)~ for all ye?+, XEM, is a 
*-isomorphism onto its image given that 4 is n.s.f. Also recall that the * 
operation on the image of qrn  v$, x4 H (x*),, closes to an operator S, on 
H,, and this can be written in the polar form J,Ai”. Jb (the modular 
isometry) obeys J: = 1. A, (the modular operator) implements the modular 
group, 7cm(gf(x))= AgQx) A;j’. Because of these facts, we shall be 
working after this introduction directly with a concrete Kac algebra M 
acting on a Hilbert space H = H,,,. 
For every Kac algebra (M, r, K, d), there is a dual Kac algebra 
(&?, f, I?, 6). It can be constructed on the same space H,, as the von 
Neumann algebra generated by the representation i(M*) defined by 
7$(W) X4 = (X. (W o K)),+ VolEM*, XEtf@. 
Here the right action of M, on A4 is defined via r by (x . o, o’) = 
(TX, w@o’) = (x, o *w’) for all XEM, CO, ~‘EM*. Here ( , ) denotes 
the pairing and o * o’ the product in M,. The involution in M, is given 
by (x, CO’) = (K(x*), w) for all XEM. 
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In the context of concrete Kac algebras, it is often useful to work with 
J6 and a fundamental operator W, E B( H, @ H,) [Ens, Proposition 2.1.11, 
instead of IC and r. One has 
KX = 3x*3, rx= Wm(l@x) W$,VXEM, 
where 9 denotes J6 referred to H,. Equation (4) ensures that such a W+ 
exists. Other notations are also adopted from [Can] except that 1 denotes 
the linear identity operation on M. In terms of this, the fundamental 
operator on fi is r( W$) [Ens, Definition 3.2.11 where r is the twist map. 
Remark. The definition of a Kac algebra is closely related to the purely 
algebraic definition of a Hopf algebra H. The most obvious difference is 
that for Hopf algebras we require a counit E: H -+ k where k is the ground 
field. This counit was not required above. Instead, the 4 above corresponds 
in the theory of finite-dimensional Hopf algebras to a left integral in H*. 
Given a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra, a left integral in H* exists. 
Likewise, under suitable restrictions, the Kac algebras below also possess 
counits E. 
The basic examples of Kac algebras that we shall need, with notation 
adapted from [Can], are ones associated functorially to locally compact 
groups. The letters g, h, s, t, . . . will be used to denote elements of a locally 
compact group G. Let (A’(G), Tc, rcG, $G) be the concrete Kac algebra 
acting on L’(G) generated by translation operators for each g E G 
&w) = ag-‘4, I’( E K(G) c L’(G) 
(with the standard abuses of notation regarding K(G) c L2(G)). The 
coproduct, antipode, and Haar weight are defined by 
w,=Qo~,, lc(& = A,-,, 4&l =x(e), 
where e is the unit in G and where one may view the compactly supported 
continuous complex functions K(G) c A(G) according to the identification 
x = JG dgl,x(g). dg denotes left invariant Haar measure on G and A 
will denote the modular function, d(gh) = dh = dgA(h). The associated 
operators are 
(W,5)(g,h)=5(h-‘g,h),V4EK(GxG), (j,5)(g)=5(g),VgEK(G) 
and the counit Ed, which is defined on x E K(G), is .+(x) = JG dg x(g). The 
modular operator is A, = A acting by pointwise multiplication on L’(G). 
Let (L”(G), f,, 12,, d,) be the concrete Kac algebra acting on L2(G) by 
almost everywhere pointwise multiplication, Vt E G, 
(W(t) = x(t) 5(t), t’g E K(G) c L2( G), 
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where one can view x E K(G) c L “(G). The coproduct, antipode, and Haar 
weight are defined by 
(f,x)(s, t) =x(st), (k,x)(t) =.u(t ‘), $J,x = i, ds x(s). 
The associated operators are 
and the counit .&, which is defined on x E K(G), is &(x) = x(e). The 
modular operator is the identity. 
As the notation indicates, J%!(G) = La(G). When G is finite, the counits 
are defined everywhere. The corresponding Hopf algebras over a field k are 
k[G] and k(G) in the notation of [Ml]. 
We recall also the definition of cross product von Neumann algebras. 
Suppose G is a locally compact group, M a von Neumann algebra on 
Hilbert space H, and GI an ultraweakly continuous action of G on M; i.e., 
gt+ clJx): G -+ M is weakly continuous for all XE M. Let K(G, H) be 
functions on G of compact support, with values in H and continuous 
with the norm topology. Let L’(G, H) be the completion of this with 
respect o the norm (v] 1 t) = SC dg(q(g) 1 t(g)). Let 2: G + B(L’(G, H)) and 
a: M -+ B(L2(G, H)) be defined by 
(~,,,<)W = 4k ‘h)? (4x) 5)(g) = @,-4X) 5(s). 
The von Neumann algebra cross product, which we denote A(G) #a M is 
the von Neumann algebra on L2(G, H) generated by 1(G) and cc(M). Also, 
let K(G, M) denote functions on G with compact support, values in M and 
continuous with respect to the ultrastrong topology on M. This is 
ultraweakly dense in d(G) K~ M via [Can, Definition 1.4(e)] 
The product in A(G) K= A4 is a twisted convolution, p(X) p(Y) = p(X * Y). 
Other operations on d(G) K~ M that are pulled back to K(G, M) will be 
so indicated by an overbar accent. 
Also, if 4 is an n.s.f. weight on M, then M(G) #cr M has a natural n.s.f. 
weight 8, the cross product dual weight. See, for example, [Can, Sect. 11. 
One has that p(X) E y14 if and only if X(g)E ‘1, almost everywhere, and 
gt+ [IX(g), 1) is square integrable [Can, Lemma 1.101, in which case 
&~U(X* * ~‘1) = b((X* * X)(e)) = JG ds #(x(g)* J&r)). 
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2. CONSTRUCTION OF dtf(G,)Bw,Lm(G2) 
In this section we construct the bicrossproduct coinvolutive Hopf-von 
Neumann and Kac algebras by a simultaneous cross product and cross 
coproduct of Kac algebras of the form &(G,) and L”(G,). The necessary 
actions are induced by actions c(, fi of G, on G2 and G2 on G, obeying a 
certain compatibility condition. If the modules for these actions are also 
matched, one obtains a Kac algebra (we give an example of this in 
Section 4). These bicrossproduct coinvolutive Hopf-von Neumann and 
Kac algebras are non-commutative unless G, is Abelian and c1 is trivial, 
and non-cocommutative unless Gz is Abelian and /I trivial. 
Let G i, Gz be locally compact groups. Let M, = (A( G I ), r, , kr ,, q5, ) and 
M, = (L”(G,), Tz, rc2, &) denote the concrete Kac algebra described in 
the Introduction. These are defined on Hilbert spaces H, = L’(G,), 
H, = L2(G2) and we let IV,, W,, .?i, j, denote the associated operators as 
described in the Introduction. Throughout the section, the letters g, h,f, . . . 
will be used to denote elements of G,, and s, t, r, . . . to denote elements of 
G,. e denotes the relevant group identity. That G, acts on the locally 
compact space of G2 will mean a continuous map ~1: G, x G, -+ G, such that 
q%(s)) = cQz(S)? cc,(s)=s,Vg’g,h~G~,s~G~, 
along with a regularity condition: we assume throughout that the trans- 
formed Haar measure da,(s) is absolutely continuous with respect to the 
Haar measure ds on G,, and that the Radon-Nikodym derivative 
(the module for the transformation) is jointly continuous. Note that the 
chain rule implies the “cocycle” property x( gh, s) = x( g, c(~(s)) ~(h, s), 
similarly for the action /I of G, on G,. We denote its module by 
W, 8) = dPs(g)l&. 
The following compatibility condition between actions CI and /I is taken 
from [M, Ml]. It also arose independently in [Mack] (previously to both 
[Tak] and [Ml 1) and also recently (and again independently) in [LuW], 
in very different contexts. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Two locally compact groups and actions (G, , Gz, ~1, 8) 
are said to be a matched pair if u is an action of G, on the space G,, /? is 
an action of Gz on the space G, , and 
Vg,hEG,,s,tEG,, u,(e) = e, PAe) = e 
qst) = Q&)(S) Qt), PM) = B,,,,,(g) P,(h). 
(*I 
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The matched pair condition in the case (cq identity) reduces to z,(s~) = 
a,(s) e,(t), E,(e) = e. Similarly the case (identity, 8) reduces to B.&g/z) = 
B,(g) b,(h), B,(e) = e. 
The regularity assumption then implies the following lemma. Note that 
continuity of the modules is a mild assumption, being ensured via the for- 
mulae below by continuity of the homomorphisms d, x( ., e), and Y( ., e). 
LEMMA 2.2. For every matched pair (G, , G,, CC, /II) qf locally compact 
groups the modules x, Y are continuous functions G, x Gz + [w ,,, obeying 
xkk s) = xk, 4s)) 0, s) (a-cocycle property), 
X(g,st)=y x(P,k), s) 
Ybt, 8) = WY, B,(s)) Ut, g) (B-cocycle property), 
AB,(h) yts, gh) = dh ‘f’u(ds), 81
where A denotes the relevant group modular functions. Moreover, 
x(g, s)/x(g, e) = Y(s, g)/Y(s, e) 2 [(g, s) say, and this is a bicocycle on the 
matched pair, i.e., a continuous function G, x G, -+ Iw pO obeying 
ikh> s) = i(s, Q(S)) i(k $1, 
a&L St) = i(B,k)> s) i(g, t). 
(bicocycle property). 
Remark. The terms “cocycle” and “bicocycle” will be justified later in 
relation to Connes cocycles. Also note that these relations imply the useful 
special cases 
x(&T-‘, 
1 
qm = - 
X(&Y> s)’
Xk, s) = y x(PAs), e), 
x(a,,)=~x(B,(g~,s-l~ 
(sic. Y, [) 
bicocycles 
Proof 
and W,(g)-‘, a,(s)-‘) = Us, s). Aq&s)lAs, AB,(g)lAg are also 
in the sense given. 
The new part comes from 
dt da&t) d&&t) -=-= d~p,cg)(s) a,(t) = dqds) 
dst ds ds ds Au,(t). 
(Similarly for Y.) The bicocycle properties of x(g, s)/x(g, e) and of 
Y(s, g)/Y(s, e) are easily derived from the properties of x and Y. It remains 
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to show that these are equal. Thus for an arbitrary XE K(G, x G,) consider 
the change of variables g’( g, s) = /3,(g), s’( g, s) = a,(s), 
where in the second step g’= b,(g) = /?,(g-I))’ is regarded as a function 
of g with s’ held fixed. Evaluating the derivative via the first part of the 
lemma we have 
But making this change in the reverse order we have the same expression 
with s’, g’ and s, g and !P, x interchanged. This shows that x(g, s)/x(g, e) = 
Y(s, g)/Y(s, e), completing the proof. 
In the context of the lemma, the following further definition will prove 
useful. 
DEFINITION 2.3. A matched pair of locally compact groups (G,, GZ, a, /?) 
is modular if 
da,(s) dBs(g) 
ik,s)=L ds =dg. 
Note that from Lemma 2.2 it follows that if c( or b is trivial then the 
matched pair is necessarily modular. 
We now begin to use this data to induce actions. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let G,, G, be locally compact groups, and a an action 
of G, on the space of G,. Define u: G, + B(L2(G2)) by 
(u,<)(s) = (v)‘-2 &X,-I(S)), Vt E K(G,) c L’(G,). 
This is weakly continuous and implements an induced action on L”(G,), also 
denoted ~1, 
a&x) = u,xu, l) VgEG,,xEL”(G,). 
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Similarly, if /I is an action of G, on the space of G, , define v by 
I 2 5(B.s I(g))> V(EK(G,)CL*(G,) 
The induced action on L”(G, ), also denoted /3, is then 
PAX) = v,xu, ’ 5 VSEG*,XEL”(G,). 
Proof Using the cocycle property of x, it is easy to deduce that unf= 
ugur and u,* = +I = (u,)-‘, similarly for v. That these maps are weakly 
continuous is shown in [Rou] in the context of actions by group 
automorphisms. The proof in our case in unchanged: for d, 5 E K(G,) c 
L*(G,) and h E K(G,), the map (g, s) H h(g) x(g-‘, s)“’ t(s) q(cr,-I(S)) is 
continuous with compact support on G, x G,. Hence, integrating over G2, 
the map gH h(g)(u,r] 15) is continuous. Since this is true for all h E K(G,), 
we conclude that the map g H (u,~ ( 5) is continuous. By density, this is 
true for all 5, q E L2(G2), as required. Next, at the level of XgK(G,) c 
L”(G,) we have u,p(X) u,* = p(a,(X)) where a,(X)(s) =X(+,(s)). This 
confirms that u implements an action a of G, on LCO(G2). Because uR is 
unitary, the map u is also strongly continuous and hence g+-+ a,(x) is 
strongly, and hence weakly, in fact ultraweakly continuous for each 
XE Lm(G2); similarly for u and /I. Note that a group action of G, on 
L”(G,) can be viewed as an algebra action J(G,)@ L”(G,) -+ L”(G,). 
By dualizing, this can also be viewed as a coaction of L”(G,) on A(Gi). 
This means a map J(G,) -+ L”(G,)@A(G,) obeying axioms dual to the 
axioms of an algebra action [Str, Sect. 18.63. Also note that a is not 
necessarily required to preserve the group structure of G,, and p is not 
necessarily required to preserve the group structure of G, . Correspondingly, 
the induced actions are not necessarily actions by Kac algebra 
automorphisms as they were in [Can]. 
To work with the associated cross products, we adopt the following 
notations. 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let H = H, @ H,. If 1, denotes a generator of M, and 
x E M, then these also extend trivially to H as &,@ 1, and 1, Ox. 1 i
denotes the identity in B(H,). Similarly ug, v, extend trivially to H 
and IV,, W, extend trivially to H@ H. We adopt the notation 
WI = W1(1)0 WI(Z)? w23 w*c,,o w2,2,. Then their trivial extensions are 
W,(,) 0 1 z @ WlC2) @ l,, 1 I 0 W,,,, @ 1 i 0 W2C2j. Detine unitary operators 
U, V in B(H) by 
(Wk? s)= ((l,Ou,) 5)(&T, s), 
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In this notation, A(G,) D(, M, is the von Neumann algebra generated 
by Jf(Gl) 0 1, and U*(l, 0 M2) U, and p(X) = jG, dg(l, 03 1,) 
U*(l,OX(g))Ufor XEK(G,,M,). 
THEOREM 2.6. Let (G,, G,, ~1, 8) be a matched pair of locally compact 
groups. Let M, = .A(G,) and M2 = L”(G,) with the notations above. Define 
M to be the semidirect product von Neumann algebra on H generated by 
A’(G,)@ 1, and U*(l I @Q L”(G,)) U. Define isometries 
w=(10V*)(w,(,,01,0 w,(,,ol,)(loV(~*ol) 
x(1,0w*~,,01,0w2~*,)(~01)~ 
j= (j, Q.7,) v= v*g, Q.?,) 
and define T(x) = W( 1 Q x) W* and K(X) = jx*j, Vx E M. Note that W is 
manifestly unitary since W,, W, are. Then (M, P, K) is a coinvolutive 
Hopf-von Neumann algebra. We denote it 
the bicrossproduct Hopf-von Neumann algebra associated to (G,, G1, ~1, j). 
Proof (i) A4 has the semidirect product von Neumann algebra struc- 
ture described in the Introduction, where M(X) = U*( 1 i Ox) U for x E M2. 
It is convenient to work with this at the level of K(G, x G,) c 
K(G,, L”(G,)) (the standard inclusion). On this we define K by 
Y(s, 8) (=)k s) = W,(g)-‘, qs)-‘) - dB,(g) 5(&s )r1/2 
and note that 
Gm5 s) = WAgh s-l) (ds)r1’2 ws, d1’2, 
W-0 tXg, s) = j- dh Wh, w&)) <(h-k s). 
Gl 
Hence one finds 
mx*) J3k s) 
= 
s dh X*@, wps& -‘)) Y’(s,~)“~ (As)-1’2 (&)(hh’p,(g),s-‘) G 
= 
5 
dh X(h-‘, a,(s)-‘) dhh1!P(s,g)1’2 Y’(s-‘, h-1fi,(g))1’2 
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= dh, Y(Q), h’ ‘1 
I Ah’ XMX,,, IR(,)(h’) - ‘> @&I ’ 1 
YF/(cqs), e)li2 5(h’ Lg, s) 
’ Y(cr,(s), h’-‘)I” 
= Mfw Ok s). 
Here we changed variable of integration to h’=jle,tT,-I(hkl)-’ using 
Lemma 2.2. Hence by density arguments, K: A4 -+ M 1s defined. Namely, 
first approximate I1X in K(G, x G2) (multiply it pointwise on G2 by 
elements of a family of functions of compact support converging to the 
constant unit function on G2). Accordingly, p of this lies in A4 and 
converges, in particular weakly, to j,(X)* j. Hence j,(X)* .?E M. Then 
use density of the image of .D and weak continuity. 
(ii) Let E”‘EK(G,) denote an approximate identity for &(G,), i.e., 
a family of smooth “bump” functions with support concentrated near e and 
unit integral, converging to the identity in &(G,). Let 6!‘(h) = E”‘(gp ‘h) 
and let 
(Tci’X)(g, s. h t) = B&)(g) X(h, st) 2 9 
and note that 
(Wk, s; h, t) = W,(h)-’ g, s; h, c(~,(,,)-I~(s) t), 
( f+‘*tNs, s; k t) = t(B ap(s,-lrV4 g, 3; h, a,(s) - ‘t). 
Hence 
= s dfKL +l(q$) I, ) W--k s;S-‘h, 2) 
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using (*) and where f’-’ = /?,,c&‘P ‘). Meanwhile 
(((PQPb~(W m, s; k f) 
= dfdf”(P’X)(f” 5 9 ap,(s);f, af-d’)) 5(f”% s;f-‘h t) 
= 
5 
dfdf” i$‘(f”)X(f, LY~A,(s)c(~~I&)) t(f”-‘g,s;f -‘h, t). 
Hence this converges, in particular weakly, to Z@(X)). Hence by further 
density arguments, l? M + MQ A4 is defined. 
(iii) Note that from its definition, W is unitary and j an antilinear 
isometry with j.?= 1. Hence from its definition r is evidently a *-algebra 
map, normal and injective and K has K 0 K = 1 and is an anti- *-algebra map 
(since rI, Tz, K 1, IC* are, so that W, , W,, j, , g, have the necessary proper- 
ties, and since U, V are unitary). It is straightforward to compute that r is 
coassociative and that K is an anti-coalgebra map. For completeness, these 
computations will now be given. The computations are made on test 
vectors 5 E H 0 H 63 H, H 0 H from the definitions. As usual, r denotes the 
twist map. 
((10 W)(l O~Ui4~)Q I)(1 Qt)(lQ W*) Ok, 3; k f;k, r) 
=((lO~)(~~(~)Q1)(10~) 
x (10 W*) 5k 3; B,(k)-’ A, f; k qs,(,c-dd r) 
= s dfWf, af-4a,(s) ak(as,(k)-l df) r))) 
x ((10 W*) O(f'-'s,s; P,(kJp' h, W'k a8,ck,-Ih(t)r) 
= 5 df X(f, c+l(a,(s) ah(t) aAT))) 
x c(f’-‘g, s; /?,(f -‘k) P,(k)-’ A, t;f -‘k, r). 
Here we used the explicit expressions for W, ro p, W* found in part (ii) 
above, and f '-l = B,,ca, ~k~-lh~,~r~(f -‘) = Bclh(t)akcrj(f-l). The equations (*) 
have been used freely. Similarly, 
((wo I)(1 @o&f-))(w*Q 1) t)(g, s; k t; k r) 
= ((18 WX))( W* 0 1) W,(h)-’ g, 3; h, aslCh)-lg(s) t; k, r) 
= s df RL ap(ah(ap,(hJ-Ig(s) t) ah))) 
x ((w* Q 1) <)(p,(: )-’ g, s;f”-lh, as,t,,mIg(s) t;f -‘k r) 
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x ((/lJf” ‘h) /l,(h) ’ g, s;J”’ ‘h, t;,f’ ‘k, r), 
where f” ~ ’ = Blkcr,(fm ‘). These two expressions are then equal by a further 
use of (*). Hence r is coassociative. 
Next we compute from the explicit expressions in parts (i) and (ii), 
= &-mLh(f)qs) s (f-‘1, (c%?(t) Q))r’) ar$5 G--‘k t) 
x wy’(%(~) gshf) i(af-‘(%(t) qs)u-“* dLh(+q.7)W1)~ 
where S’+’ = /31,c,Y,(fP ‘). Meanwhile, let Z(g, s; h, t) = Y(.s, g)‘12 (,4~))‘;~ 
!F(u(t, h)“* (At))“*. Then computing, 
m3~) 04~*)(-k3.0 O(g, s; h, l) 
= Z(g, s; k 1) wX*)(QO.J) W,(g), 3-l; B,(h), t-l) 
x (e3.n mf”-‘&(g)> s-‘;7-‘B,(h), t-‘) 
= s dy(Ap’ xp, c(Js)-’ cc,(t)--‘) ((&,,-1(f”-‘)g, s;f” -‘h, t) 
x Z(g, s; k f) W”-‘B,ds), s-‘;?-%(h), t-l). 
Here f”+’ = B Ig,(h,(rl)P) = Br&- ‘(7-l). Now change the variable of 
integration from 7 to f where f-’ =/I, ‘S’m’Zh’f’m’(7-‘). Allowing for the 
module factors that this introduces, and using the cocycle and bicocycle 
properties in Lemma 2.2, and (*), proves that IC is an anti-coalgebra map. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. 
We shall now investigate when these coinvolutive Hopf-von Neumann 
algebras are Kac algebras. The notion of “bicocycle” for the matched pair 
(G’, G;), introduced in Lemma,r2.2, will be useful for the following reason. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let (M, r, K) be the coinvolutive Hopf-von Neumann 
algebra defined in Theorem 2.6. Let p be any bicocycle on the matched pair 
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(G,, GZ, a, /II), considered as an operator by pointwise multiplication on 
[ E K(G, x G2) c H and define unitaries 
p,(x) = p”Xp --If, VXEM, tER. 
Then pr is a coinvolutive Hopf-von Neumann algebra automorphism, i.e., 
commutes with ., *, P, K. 
It will also be convenient to define the unbounded operator x H pxp- I. At 
the level of K(G, x G2) 4” M it is 
mxg, s) = Pk, 3) m, s). 
Proof. From the expressions for j and W given in the proof of 
Theorem 2.6, and the bicocycle properties as in Lemma 2.2, one has 
that jp<=p-‘jt for [EK(G,xG,), and W(pOp)t=(p@p) WC for 
l E K(G, x G, x Gr x G2). Likewise, one has pp(X) p-r =p(pX). 
We now attempt to find a suitable weight 4 to form a Kac algebra. M, 
as a Kac algebra has a natural Haar weight q&, hence M has a natural n.s.f. 
weight q5 = J2, the cross product dual of the Haar weight on M,. We 
compute its modular group. 
LEMMA 2.8. The modular operator A and antilinear isometry J of the 
coinvolutive Hopf-von Neumann algebra structure defined in Theorem 2.6 
and with respect to 4 the dual weight of the Haar weight on M2 are 
J= (J1 0 Jz) U= U*(J, 0 J,), (A&)(g, s) = (4) xk, s)t(g, s). 
The action of the modular group on XE K(G, x G,) qp M is 
~f(W(g, s) = kk)” x(g, ~1” Xk 3) 
and 
(&lCX)(g,s)=i(g,s)-” wf Wk, s). 
Proof The action of J is 
(Jtls, s) = (&-1’2 ids s)“~ 5W’> ~&)I 
hence 
(JA;‘2<)(g, s)= (Ag)-1’2 (Ag))1’2 x(g-‘, ag(s))1’2 x(g, s)“‘t(g-‘, a&s)) 
= (Ag)V’ lW1, a&)) 
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so that JAyx4 = (x*)~; i.e., JA, ‘,’ is the polar decomposition of S,, which 
decomposition is unique. Next, 
w%4W) O(g, s) 
= (Ag)” x(g, JY j dh J3, a,-l,(S))(Ah -‘g)~ i’X(h-‘g, s)-I’ C(hk’g, s) 
using Lemma 2.2. Finally, 
Using Lemma 2.2 the relevant modular factor here is (x(g, s)/x(g, e))” 
(d/I,(g))-” x(/?,(g), e) -‘I. By comparison 
(r?,rcX)(g,s)=x(g, s)-“(Ag)-“X(B,(g)~‘, a,W’)ikv C1’*z. 
s 
Using Lemma 2.2 gives the result stated with [(g, s) = x(g, s)/x(g, e). 
LEMMA 2.9. Let (M, r, IC, 4) be the quadruple in Lemma 2.8 and define 
a linear map on K(G, x G2) c H, 
where { is the bicocycle introduced in Lemma 2.2. (In general this is 
unbounded on H.) Define 5, as in Proposition 2.7. Then 
(10~~,oa~)~r=T~i~,~a~ 
and 
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Proof. For the first part, by Lemma 2.8, the right hand side is 
(h4C-WWN mi!, s; h, t) 
= s dfi(L GL/-,-lg(S) +dW” x(f, +Ig(s) a,-~,W)” (4-Y 
x Nf, q-lgb) C4/-vz(t)) W-k s;f-‘k t), 
where S’ = flaf-,,Jf). The left hand side is 
((1 oc-,fJfw-v4~) Ok s; h, t) 
= (Ah)” &j/z, t)--If X(/z, ty 1 df((df-3)” [(f-‘/z, ,)‘I x(f-92, t)--l’ 
xm q-Ig(s) f+‘hW w--k s;f -% t). 
Equality follows from Lemma 2.2. 
For the second part, the left hand side is 
= s dsdt 4 dh WAPtW’ g),s-l) r(h, Q,(~~-L&s) 1) r(P,(g), s-l) ah, t) 
x Y(s, P (hr’g)“* Y(s,gp* (As)-’ [(h, tp* [(h, aa,(h)-lg(s) 1)-l’* 
= I ddt & d/i &Bs(P,(h)-’ g), s-l) v(k ~p,~~~-~g(4 t) y(b,(g), s-l  5th t)
x y(s 
9 
g) Y(%(S), Mw1)“2i(a (s) /jl (/4.-l)l/2(ds)-l 
Y(a,(s), e)1’2 g ’ ’ 
using the cocycle properties of Y and i: in Lemma 2.2. Meanwhile the right 
hand side is 
s ds’dt’ dg’ dh y(g’, s’) Y/(/Z, t’) 6(flJh)-‘g’, s’) t(h, ~l~,,~~~-,&‘) t’ . 
In this we shall first change variables to t = CX~,.(~)-I &‘) t’ = 
CL~-~(CQ(S’) a,(t’)) keeping h, s’, g’ fixed. The inverse of this is 
t’= a,-l(a,,(s’)-’ a,(t)) and so the change in measure is 
dr’ = dt ~(h - ‘, a,,(~‘) - ’ c(,J t)) ~(h, t) = dt X(h(W’> qs)) 
x(P,W-‘, e) 
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using Lemma 2.2. Next we change to s = s’ ’ keeping h, g’, t fixed and 
finally to g = /I-I(g’). The measure for these is 
ds’ dg’ = ds dg (As) ’ Y(s, g). 
Also note that cr,.(s’))’ =a,(.~) and P,.(h) ~‘g’= p,Jfl,(h)-’ g) from (*). 
Comparing the resulting expression with the above expression for the left 
hand side we see that with [(g, s) = u/(s, g)/‘P(u(s, e) the two are equal by the 
matching in Lemma 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.10. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.6, let 4 he the dual 
weight of the Haar weight on MZ. Let x++.x(, etc., denote the canonical 
embeddings as described for M (similarly, MO M) in Section 1. Then 
H6 = H. If [ = 1 then Eq. (4) holds and the quadruple (M, f, K, Q) has an 
associated fundamental operator, W,, defined by 
In this case W+ = W. 
Prooj From the polarization formula cited in [Can, Sect. l] we know 
that H, = H and p(X), = XE K(G, x G,) c H in the standard inclusion. If 
X, YEK(G,xG*) then W(X@Y)EK(G,XG~XG,XGJCH@H. If Wb 
exists on all of HO H, then since ~1 is faithful it suffices to show then that 
(p @ p)( W(X@ Y)) = (J’p( Y))@(X) @ 1) to conclude that W coincides with 
W,. Thus 
((P@P)( WXO Y)) 4)k, s; h> t) 
= df”df(W(XOY))(f”,cc~..-i,(s);f,cr,~,,(t))5(f”~’g,s;f-‘h,t) J 
= df”dfX(f’p’f”,ct~..-l,(s)) Y(f, 5 q-l,(s) y/r(t)) t(f”-‘g, s;f -‘k t), 
where f’ = /3,-,,cl,(f ). Meanwhile using the expression for ro p in the proof 
of Theorem 2.6, (ii), 
(WI @p(Y)) W*MX)O 1) Ok, s; k t) 
= 5 df Y(f, +I&) c+Ih(t))((AJ-)O 1) 5)(f’-‘g, s;f -‘h, t) 
= 
s 
df df I” Y(f, u+,(s) uf-lh(t)) 
xX(f”‘, a~.,.--,/.-,,(~)) t(f”‘-If’-‘g, s;f -‘h, t) 
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so that on changing variables to f” =flf”’ we find that W(X0 Y) = 
(m4Y))(PW)Q l)),,,. 
We adopt the shorthand notation TX - x(i) 0 xc,). Then 
( wxo Y) I W(X’0 Y’)) 
Since (b is faithful, this equals d(p(X’)* p(X)) &( Y’)* p(Y)) for all X, X’, 
Y, Y’E K(G, x G2) iff (104) fp( Y* * Y) = lM#(p( Y* * Y)). Since W is 
unitary, we conclude then that (4) holds on p( Y* * Y) for all 
YE K(G, x G2). If [ = 1, from Lemma 2.9 we have that (10 gt) o r= ro cf. 
As in the proof of [Schl, Proposition II.lO] this implies by the Pedersen- 
Takesaki theorem that Eq. (4) holds for all positive x in M. Hence W, is 
also defined on all of H Q H and coincides with W. 
LEMMA 2.11 [Can, Lemma 2.31. If (M, r, tc, 4) is a coinuolutiue Hopf- 
von Neumann algebra with n.s.f weight 4, W, the associated fundamental 
operator, and-j a canonical implementation of u, then Eq. (5) holds zff 
(W,(J~O~~)IJYO~:)=(YO?IW~(~O~))~~~~~~~,?,~,~~H~. 
Putting together these lemmas we obtain 
THEOREM 2.12. Let (G, , Gz, CC, /I) be a matched pair of locally compact 
groups. The bicrossproduct coinvolutive Hopf-von Neumann algebra defined 
in Theorem 2.6 together with 4 the dual weight of the Haar weight on 
L”(G,), is a Kac algebra, iff the matched pair is modular. 
Note that the theorem includes the cases of CI trivial or b trivial as pre- 
viously studied in [Can]. To see this requires straightforward computa- 
tions which we leave to the reader. 
EXAMPLE 2.13. (c(, identity)[Can]. Let a be an action of G, on G2 by 
group automorphisms. Then V= 1. The resulting semidirect product Kac 
algebra, A(G,)K,L”(G,), coincides with the definition of [Can]. Specifically, 
w = (Wl(1)Q 12QW,(2)Q l,)(u*ol)(l,o w2,,,0110 W,(,,)(UO 1) 
agrees with [Can, Eq. (3.1.3)], and j=j,@j, agrees with K in [Can, 
Proposition 3.53. De Canniere [Can] verified in this case that the dual 
weight of the Haar weight was suitable to obtain a Kac algebra. 
Similarly, the special case of a matched pair of the form (identity, p) 
reduces to the condition that fl is an action by automorphisms of L”(G,). 
580/95/2-6 
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EXAMPLE 2.14. (identity, /?)[Can]. Let fl be an action of G, on G, by 
group automorphisms. Then U = 1. The resulting semidirect coproduct 
Kac algebra, J%‘(G,)~AL”(G~), coincides with the structure found in 
[Can, Sect. 43 for the dual of L’“‘(G,),, M &(G,), where fi is implemented 
by v. Specifically, W = (1 0 V*)(W,,,, 0 l,@ W,,,,@ l,)(l @ V)(l, 0 
W2(1) 0 1 I 0 W,(2)) and f = (j, @ j,) V agree with [Can, Proposi- 
tion 4.101. It can also be shown that the weights coincide. 
Indeed, we shall see in the next section that for the general Kac algebras 
of Theorem 2.12 the dual Kac algebra turns out to be of the same form 
with G,, G, and with U, V interchanged. This will therefore partly justify 
the notation j for the implementation of K in Theorem 2.6. 
Finally, as a concluding remark, we give a characterization of the 
matched pair equations (*) that makes the connection with Connes 
cocycles. In our conventions the definition of the latter is 
Z,(G, W = {w: G -+ Ml w,, = Bt-4~5) w,, ~7-1 = B,(@J*)) 
if /3 is a left action of G on M. Thus let (G,, G,, a, B) be a pair of locally 
compact groups acting on each other as spaces. Let the induced action 
a of G, on L”(G,) also be extended trivially to an action on 
L”(G,) @ &(G,). Similarly, let fl denote the action of G2 on L”(G,) 
extended trivially to L”(G,) @ ,&(G,). Let J. denote the left regular 
representation of the relevant group and suppose that using this we 
are able to regard A, = i, +) in L”(G,)@J%‘(G,) and Bg=AB,(sJ m 
L”(G,)O&(G,). Then it is easy to see that (a, /I) are a matched pair iff 
A EZ~(G, L”(G,)O~R;L(G,)), BEZ,(GI, L”(G,)OA(G,)). 
More directly we define Z&G, G’) = (w: G -+ G’( w,, = Prml(ws) w,, w,-I = 
B,((w,)-‘1) where B . IS an action of G on a group G’. Then the matched 
pair equations are aeZB(G2, C(G,, G2)) and /?~z,(Gi, C(G2, G,)) where 
C(G,, G2), etc., denotes the group of continuous functions with pointwise 
product and inversion, and with actions induced by action on the 
argument. Also, the modules vl, = Y(s, ) and xg = x(g, ) are YE 
Z,(G,, C(G,, R,,)) and XEZ,(G,, C(G,, R,,)), while i is in both. This 
justifies the terms “cocycle” and “bicocycle” used above. 
3. DUALITY THEOREM:(~(G~)WP(G~))^ =jkl(G,)wL"(G,) 
The construction of the dual Kac algebra was reviewed in the Introduc- 
tion. In this section we compute the dual of the bicrossproduct Kac 
algebras associated to modular matched pairs. 
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First, it will be necessary to obtain a convenient description of M,. It is 
provided by the map a: ONO,E H, [Ens, Definition 1.1.31, defined on 
suitable o E M, by 
Here the w should be bounded in the sense of sup~x:d~x.x~~ I j 1 (x*, co)/ 
< co. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let (M, r, K, 4; H) be the coinvolutive Hopf-von Neumann 
algebra defined in Theorem 2.6 with q5 the dual weight of the Haar weight on 
L”(G,). Let y, ~EK(G, xG,)c H. Then sZ,,,= (o~,~)~EK(G~ x G,)c H 
and is given by 
Note that the corresponding elements CO,,~ = (0,,6 I( *)))+ are dense in M,. 
Proof: Here H = H4 and by definition, (x, CJ+~ ) = (xy 16). Then, 
I & ds Q,,,k, $1 Wg, 3) = (P@-I*, ~,,a> = (P(X)* Y 16) 
= s dh dg ds X*(g, a+(s)) y(g-‘h, s) 6(h, s) 
= dhdgds(&‘)X(g-‘,a,(s))y(g-‘h,s)&h,s) 
s 
= 
s 
dh dg’ ds’ X(h-‘, s’) y(g’h, a,-[(s’)) 6(h, a,-l(s’)) X(g’, s’) 
so that Q,,, is as stated. 
The algebra structure on k was defined in the Introduction as that 
generated by the representation 7~: of M, on H,. In terms of Wd this is 
[ EnS, Proposition 2.1 S] 
Recall that Eq. (5) (in the form given in Lemma 2.11) is the condition that 
this be a *-representation of M, . We are interested in the case [ = 1 so that 
W= W, and Eqs. (4), (5) obtain, but with no extra cost we shall include 
non-trivial [ with W= W, and (4) as an assumption. 
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LEMMA 3.2. With the description of M, given in Lemma 3.1, the 
representation TC~ is given by the map v: K(G, x G,) 4 B(H), 
v(Q)=j dt(l,@i,) I’*(L’(t)ol,) V, 
G 
where E., is the generator corresponding to t E G, in Jt?(G,) acting on H, and 
where O(t) = Q( , t) is considered acting bv pointwise multiplication on H,, 
cf: Definition 2.5. 
Proof: From the expression for W* given in the proof of Theorem 2.6 
we have 
= I dg ds dh dt 6th t) rlk, s) ~(B,,~,,-dg) h, t) t(g, dt)--’ $1 
= s dgds dh dt’ X(h-‘, t’) 6(h, c+(t’)) 
x rlk, 3) HP,,-&) h, +l(t’)) t(g, t’-‘s) 
= s dg ds v(g, s) dt’ Q,dB,,-dg), 1’) 5(g, t’-‘$1 
= (YI v(Qy,a) <I. 
The Kac algebra dual weight 4 is defined by [Ens, Sect. 2.3.3.11 
6(~~(~“) q4, = (4l%)“#. 
LEMMA 3.3. With the description of xi given in Lemma 3.2 we have 
i%W”) VW’)) = 1 dg ds ik, ~1~~‘~ Q’k, $1 Q(g, 3). 
If [ = 1, the Fourier-Plancherel map [Ens, Sect. 2.3.41, 9: H, + Hg is the 
identity on H, 3 K(G, x G2) c Hy. 
Proox The * operation in the involutive Banach algebra M, given in 
the Introduction can also be written as O& = ujY,js. From Lemma 2.9 it 
is evident that 
v(QO) = [q?(Q)* [-l/Z= (i-‘/*v(Q) p/2)* = )I([-l/Q)*, 
where we use the facts for v analogous to those used for p in the proof of 
Proposition 2.7 (the notion of bicocycle in Lemma 2.2 is fully symmetric 
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between G, and G,.) Putting this into the definition of 6 gives the expres- 
sion stated. Then if [ = 1 and if we identify K(G, x G,) in the standard way, 
we see that H= HJ (the computation is analogous to that for H= H, as 
in Lemma 2.10) and the Fourier-Plancherel map 9 is the identity. 
We also conclude that the left regular representation corresponding to 6, 
rc,~ =9rriB-’ on HC [Ens, Sect. 2.3.4.11, is rcny =7~:. Hence with the 
identification of K(G, x G,) c M,, rc8 is given by v and this representation 
is a *-algebra map. It is straightforward to compute the underlying 
*-algebra structure on K(G, x G2). It is easy to see that it is a semidirect 
product convolution structure (precisely of the form obtained via p for M). 
Since the semidirect product von Neumann algebra on H generated by 
ll@.A’(G2) and V*(L”(G,)@ 1,) Vmay also be defined as that generated 
by this *-algebra structure on K(G, x G2), we conclude that A, the von 
Neumann algebra generated by rcg, is just this semidirect product. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let (A4, r, K, 4) be the Kac algebra associated to a modular 
matched pair in Theorem 2.12. Let W= z( W*). Here 7 is the twist map. Let 
J be given by Lemma 2.8. Then 
define a coproduct and antipode on fi. 
Proof: The expression for l@ follows from the expression for W given in 
Theorem 2.6. Note that since A(G) and L”(G) are in duality as recalled 
in the Introduction, we know that I&‘r is of the same form as W, but on 
L”“(G,) rather than L”(G,), and similarly I&‘z is of the same form as WI. 
Thus (A, f, J?, 6) defined via @ and J is of the form given in 
Theorem 2.6 with the roles of G1, G, and of LX, fl interchanged, proving 
THEOREM 3.5. Let (G,, G,, CC, fi) be a modular matched pair of locally 
compact groups. The dual of the associated bicrossproduct Kac algebra is 
that associated to the modular matched pair (G,, G,, /I, cc); i.e., 
(A’Z(G,)~ w, L”(G,)) h = A(G$ wg L”(G,). 
By symmetry one may conclude also, 
COROLLARY 3.6. Zf p is a bicocycle on the modular matched pair 
(G,, G,, CC, /?), then the one-parameter group p, of automorphisms of 
(M, f, tc) defined in Proposition 2.7 is also a one-parameter group of 
automorphisms of (I@, f, 12) and the pairing (d ( OH is invariant. 
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In the case when the matched pair is not modular, it is natural to &@nr 
the dual of the coinvolutive Hopf-von Neumann algebra A(G, )” w, Lx (Gz) 
to be the coinvolutive Hopf-von Neumann algebra A!(G,)’ w,, L” (G,). 
Indeed, most of the computations above appear to go through but with the 
harmless insertion of a bicocycle [ (,i4,,, so that, for example, the Fourier 
Plancherel map is no longer unitary. Such computations are easily made at 
the level of K(G, x G,) and indicate that the conclusion of Theorem 3.5 
should hold also when the matched pair is not modular, as part of a 
general construction. Indeed, the fact that there is a general bicrossproduct 
H/: w, H, [Ml] suggests that there should be a general notion of Kac 
algebra bicrossproducts Mf w, M, and cocycles ZB(A4, M’), etc. Then the 
experience above suggests that this can be further generalized to a notion 
of quasi-Kac algebras in which there is a weight 4 invariant up to bicocycle 
factors and for which a duality theory goes through. This is a possible topic 
for further work. We now turn to examples. 
4. EXAMPLES BY EXPONENTIATION OF THE 
CYBE AND OTHER EXAMPLES 
In this section we give examples of matched pairs of locally compact 
groups and hence of the associated Hopf-von Neumann and Kac algebras. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. G, = G, = T,(3, R) the Heisenberg group of 3 x 3 upper 
triangular matrices with one on the diagonal, with the actions [Ml, Sect. 21 
are a modular matched pair. Hence A(T,(3, R))w L”(T,(3, R)) is a Kac 
algebra. 
Proof: Let the coordinates on T,(3, R) be the upper triangular matrix 
with entries g = {g,, g,, ,.., g,> say. The left invariant measure is of the 
form dg = f(g) dg’ A ... A dg”. In order for this to be left invariant, one 
needsf(g)=(aghlah)l~~,, i.e., the inverse of the Jacobian for the change 
of variables h H gh at h = e. In the present case one may easily compute 
f(g) = 1 identically. The module Y is defined by 
yts > g)_dp,(g)_f(B,(g))d~,(g)' * ... A @s(g)" 
ds f(g)dg’ A ... A dg” 
f(P,(s))@,k) =-- 
f(g) & . 
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In the present case this is also trivial since 
s= ( 1 Sl % 0 1 S3 1 ) 00 1 
g -l= 0 ( 
:,
Thus { is the identity. Moreover, T,(3, IR) is unimodular. 
The solutions CI, /I stated above can be used for T,(n, R) for all n. Other 
examples of groups Gj are given in [Ml]. Next, linearization of the notion 
of a matched pair of Lie groups gives immediately the notion of a matched 
pair of Lie algebras. We showed in [Ml, Sect. 43 that this notion contains 
as a special case Drinfel’d’s notion of a Lie bialgebra: a pair of finite-dimen- 
sional Lie algebras of the form (g, g*) are a matched pair by the mutual 
coadjoint actions iff g is a Lie bialgebra. From this we were able to show 
in [M2], 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let G be a simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra 
g and complexified Lie algebra g,. For every solution r of the Classical 
Yang--Baxter Equations (CYBE) on g, with ad-invariant symmetric part, 
there is a Lie algebra structure on g,* such that (g,, gz) are a matched pair 
of Lie algebras by the coadjoint actions. For every real form g* of gF such 
that the coadjoint actions restrict to a matched pair (g, g”), consider the 
Yang--Baxter matching group G*. If the vector ,fields of g* acting on G are 
complete then (G, G*) is a matched pair of Lie groups and hence 
A(G) w L”(G*) and A’(G*) w L”(G) are coinvolutive Hopf-von Neumann 
algebras. Examples exist for every compact simple simply connected G. 
Proof Briefly, from [M2], the matched pair is constructed as follows. 
Let r E g, @ g, be a suitable solution of the CYBE on the complexification 
g,. Let c~(l)=(l, [ ,t]) for leg@*, 5Egc be the action of g, on g,* 
corresponding to the dual of the Lie bracket. Let a Lie bracket be defined 
on sF by 
CL 1’1 = %(,,(l’) + %y,,,(l) 
then gz is a Lie algebra. Let /I be the action of g,* on gc corresponding to 
the dual of the Lie bracket on g F. Then (gc, g,*) is a matched pair (or 
equivalently, g, is a Lie bialgebra). When G is simple, simply connected, 
we show in [M2] that for suitable r, both c(, b restrict to g and to a certain 
real form g* = X( g, ) of g$ where K is the Killing form of g. Let G* be the 
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simply connected group of g*. Then (G, G*) is a matched pair of Lie 
groups and hence A!(G)Dw, L”(G*) is a Hopf-von Neumann algebra. It 
should be mentioned that the existence of the example corresponding to the 
simplest solution [Jim, Proposition 2.11 of the CYBE, which is suitable for 
compact G, can also be deduced from the Iwasawa decomposition, cf. 
[LuW, Mack]. The construction given here is explicit and works in greater 
generality, as indicated. 
In [M2] we also computed the matched pair in the case G = SU(2) as 
an explicit example. Note that it is sufficient but not necessary for G to be 
compact. In a general context we say that a coadjoint matched pair arises 
whenever a Lie bialgebra g viewed as a coadjoint matched pair (g, g*) 
exponentiates to a matched pair of Lie groups. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let (G,, G,) be a coadjoint matched pair of simply 
connected Lie groups, for example of the form described in Example 4.2. 
Then 
Hence such a matched pair is modular iff the groups G, and Gz have 
invariant modular functions. 
Proof: In a neighborhood of the identity we take coordinates defined 
via exponentiation by a choice of basis of the Lie algebra, s = exp 1, 
t = exp I’ say. With notation as in the proof of Example 4.1 we have near 
s=e 
where Ad, is the exponentiation of the adjoint action of the Lie algebra of 
G2. Hence f(s) = det -‘I* Ad, near s = e. Similarly the coefficient in these 
coordinates for the right invariant Haar measure is det”‘Ad, and their 
ratio gives 
As = ldet Ad, ) ~ ’ 
which holds globally since both sides are multiplicative. The modules for /I 
and CI are determined similarly. Thus if /?, is the Lie algebra action by I E g* 
and g = exp < near g = e then 
aa, 
ag = IWt I-+ 5 + BA5)N. g=e 
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In computing this it is useful to compute the determinant as the exponen- 
tial of the trace of the log of the map. But for the coadjoint matched pair 
kc, 8:) 
Trawl =I (f”, BAe,)> = c (e,, [fag II > = -Trace(4), 
a (1 
where (e,} is a basis for g, and (f’} a dual basis. For the real matched 
pair (g, g*) defined in Example 4.2 we take instead (e,} a real basis of g 
and f the dual basis. g* is related to g* = &(g, ) where K is the Killing 
form of g, by a factor of 1. This does not change the conclusion since [ , I,, 
and ( , ) are complex linear. Hence 
yu(s 
3 
e) =f(Me)) 3Ud 
f(e)7 g=e 
= ldet AdSI -’ = As 
at least near s = 0 and therefore globally since both sides are multiplicative 
in s. Then applying Lemma 2.2 gives 
This gives c. A similar computation holds for x. This completes the lemma. 
One may easily compute that the case G= N(2) described in [M2] 
provides a concrete example where [ # 1. 
EXAMPLE 4.4. (G = SU(2)). Following the above construction for a 
certain well-known solution of the CYBE on sl(2, 6Z) [Jim, Proposition 2.11, 
one finds that SU(2)* = { (,,S,‘:,i, y); s = (sl, s2, s3) E R3, s3) - l}. The group 
actions a and p are explicitly 
a&) = 
( - l/2) s. se3 + Rot,(s + (l/2) s. se3) 
l+s,+(1/2)s..s+e,.Rot,(-s-(1/2)s.se,) 
4 
g11 g12 ( ifI1 - (31 + 132) g12 g12b3 + 1) gx(s3 + 1) g22 + (s1- IS21 g21 > = 
J ET21 g22 >> J Ig,212(~3+~)2+Ig22+(~~-~~2)g2112’ 
where Rot, is the rotation of R3 corresponding to the standard image in 
SO(3) of g E W(2), and where e3 = (0, 0, 1). 
The modular functions for the groups are 
vs E W(2)*, g E W(2), As = (s3 + 1)2, Ag= 1. 
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The modules for the group actions ure 
1 
x(g7s)=(l +s,+(1/2),~.S+ej.Rot,(-s-(1/2).~~Se3))* 
and hence 
is non-trivial. Associated to these are the coinvolutive Hopf-von Neumann 
algebras Jl(SU(2)) w L”(SU(2)*) and &(SU(2)*) w L”(SU(2)). 
Proof: The SU(2)*, a, and /I were computed in [M2]. Note however 
the change in conventions (suited to the work of [Can]): the actions in 
[M2] correspond here to (g,s)ttag(s~i))’ and (s,g)++/IS(g-‘))‘. In 
computing the change, it is useful to note that the inverse in SU(2)* 
is given by SH -s/(s3 + 1) for SE [w3. For SU(2)* we use these Iw3 
coordinates as shown. For SU(2) we write g,, = .x1, + IX,*, g,, =x2, + rxz2 
and in the region x2, > 0, .~f, +-‘cT2 +xi2 < 1 we use the coordinates 
gElw where g = (x,, , x12, xz2). Here x2, is determined by x2, = 
1 - (xf, + xy2 + xi,). To compute the modular functions it is necessary, 
as in Lemma 4.3, to compute f,(s)= ((&t/&)l,,,)~’ and f2(g)= 
W%Wh)l,=,)-‘3 in the chosen coordinates. The computation gives 
fib) =A3 f*(s) = 
1 
3 Jl - (d + s: + s:,’ 
Comparing this with the similar computations for ((&s/at)l,,,)-’ and 
((8hg/L?h)l,=.)-’ gives As as shown and (as a check) that SU(2) is 
unimodular. From the modular functions and Lemmas 2.2, 4.3, the expres- 
sions for x and Y may be deduced. As an independent demonstration of an 
example of Lemma 2.2, we have computed x and Y directly from their 
definitions 
x(g 
3 
s) Ji(~,W %(s) yy(s g) =f2Wd) @s(g) 
fioas’ ’ h(g) & 
in the coordinates for s and g described above. In doing this, an explicit 
formula for Rot, is given by Rot,: s I-+ gsg- i where g is viewed in SU(2) 
and s E lR3 is viewed in su(2) as (,, T,,, “‘$). The computations of the 
Jacobians were then carried out using the symbol manipulation package 
SMP and verify the formulae stated. 
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